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Amendment to Copyright Act
Introduction
Amendments to the Copyright Act will take effect on 23 August 2022 after key changes were enacted
in Copyright Act No. 5 B.E. 2565 (2022), which was published in the Government Gazette on 24
February 2022. In brief, the aim of the amendments is to standardise Thai copyright laws so that they
are consistent with the WIPO Copyright Treaty 1996 and to support the emergence of many new media
such as digital content, gaming, and animation. The Thai Department of Intellectual Property ("DIP")
expressed confidence that the new copyright law will enhance the opportunity for Thailand to promote
Thai "Soft Power" globally.
The major changes made to copyright law by the amendments focus on three areas described further
below: Notice & Take Down Procedures; the Technology Protection Measure; and Extension of the
Protection Period for Copyright Work.

1.

Notice & Take Down Procedures

Notice & Take Down has proven to be one of the most efficient procedures to combat against online
infringement in various jurisdictions, and Thailand adopted this concept for the first time in Copyright Act
No. 2 B.E. 2558 (2015). There were many requests to lawmakers at that time, especially from the private
sector and owners of copyright, to duplicate the same concept of Notice & Take Down found in the
Digital Millennium Copyright Act of the USA into Thai law; however, Thai lawmakers chose only partial
implementation at the time. That is, illegal content must only be removed by the online host or internet
service provider ("ISP") following a Court Order. Other forms of notice, such as direct allegations from
the copyright owner to the online host or ISP are not recognised by the laws and the online host or ISP
does not have an obligation under the law to remove it until receiving a notice from the Court.
In order to obtain the Court Notice, the copyright owner must follow every single step stated in Section
32/3 of the current Copyright Act. In summary, the said steps can be very costly and time-consuming,
especially when the servers are located outside of Thailand. Therefore, after almost seven years of
implementation, it has been proven that Section 32/3 is impractical. Many copyright owners opted to
use other procedures to take down the online illegal content, including direct negotiation with the online
host or ISP. Based on our experience, most online hosts and ISPs have been very cooperative and
already adopted an informal Notice & Take Down procedure that complies with an international standard
to handle this situation despite there being no provisions under Thai law.
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To be more practical and closer to the international standard, Section 32/3 of the current Copyright Act
will be cancelled entirely by the new Copyright Act No. 5 B.E. 2565 (2022). The new model of Notice &
Take Down is described under the new Section 43/6, which states that:
"Where the copyright owner has reasonable evidence that copyright infringement is believed to have
occurred on the system or the computer network of the service provider under Section 43/4 or Section
43/5, the copyright owner may notify the service provider to remove the computer information claiming
to have been made infringing their copyright or references or connection point of the computer data from
the service provider's computer network or suspend the accessibility to computer information or
references or access points of such computer data." 1
To meet the legal requirement, the notice from the copyright owner must include basic information about
the copyright owner, copyrighted work, and the infringing computer information. When the service
provider is notified, the new law requires the service provider to:
(1) Remove computer information claiming to have been made in infringement of the copyright or
reference or access point of the computer data from the system, or suspend access to computer
data or references or access points of such computer data without delay; and
(2) Notify users of the service accused of copyright infringement and give them opportunities for
opposition.
Section 43/8 of the new law also provides a sanction for the copyright owner and the user who gives a
false statement to the service provider, which causes the inappropriate removal or bringing back the
removed computer information into the system, to be liable for all damages caused.

2.

Technology Protection Measure (TPM)

The Technology Protection Measure or TPM is an encryption technology, which is used by copyright
owners as a tool to control and prevent the unlawful exploitation of copyrighted work and has been
recognised as one of the principles under the WIPO Copyright Treaty 1996. Although Thailand is not
yet a party to the said Treaty, Thailand has recognized the importance of TPM and added it to the Thai
Copyright Act in 2015 under the Copyright Act No. 2 B.E. 2558 (2015) and the Copyright Act No. 3 B.E.
2558 (2015). However, after many years of use, it has been criticised for lack of clarity and practical
difficulties in enforcement, especially regarding the definition of TPM and the lack of legal sanction for
those who manufacture or distribute devices intended to evade TPM.
The new Copyright Act No. 5 B.E. 2565 (2022) aims to overcome the said problems. Under Section 4
of the new Act, TPM is re-defined as "Technology that effectively protects the rights of copyright owners
1
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or actors' rights under this Act, or technologies used to effectively control access to copyrighted work or
performance records."2 As for the circumvention of TPM under Section 53/4, it has been re-defined as
"Any action that results in the inefficiency of technological measures used to control access control is
deemed to be a violation of technological measures."3
Based on these new regulations, it can be understood that the circumvention of TPM, which will be
subject to a criminal sentence, is focused on the circumvention of the TPM on "access control" only,
while the circumvention of other types of TPM, such as "copy control", does not violate the new law.
Therefore, if the copyright owner uses a code to prevent duplication or copy of their works, the violation
of the code by someone with an objection to duplicate or copy such work without permission shall not
be considered a violation of TPM under the new Section 53/4. However, it is important to note that the
duplication or copying of copyrighted work without permission is, among other things, considered a
violation of the "exclusive right" of the copyright owner and that it is considered a direct infringement
under 27 and Section 69 of the Copyright Act, which is subject to a higher sentence.
The new Copyright Act No. 5 B.E. 2565 (2022) also provides penalties for those who manufacture or
distribute devices intended to evade TPM under Section 53/6. The necessity of this legal sanction is
because the violation of TPM is typically complicated. Individuals who have no knowledge of technology
cannot do so easily, but must rely on the equipment or devices produced by knowledgeable people. The
fact that the existing law imposes penalties only on violators of TPM, but without penalties for
manufacturers or distributors of the tools needed to cause such violation, is a gap in law enforcement.
The re-definition of TPM and the circumvention of TPM under the new Act as stated above, as well as
the addition of the penalties for manufacturers or distributors of devices intended to evade TPM, is a
significant step towards ramping up legislation regarding TPM in Thailand and it will be interesting to
see the increment of law enforcement on TPM in the near future.

3.

Extension of Protection Period for Photographic Work

As Thailand is preparing to join the WIPO Copyright Treaty 1996 together with 112 other member
countries, it is necessary to ensure that local laws comply with the key treaty provisions on copyright
protection. Amongst other things, the protection period for photographic work has been extended from
the original protection of 50 years from the date of creation to the whole life of the author (i.e.,
photographer) plus 50 years after the death of the author.
Although this extension does not apply to any photographic work where the copyright protection has
already expired before 23 August 2022, this extension would apply to all photographic works where
copyright protection still exists, even if it has been created before the effective date of the new laws.
2
3
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Concluding Words
As the new Copyright Act No. 5 B.E. 2565 (2022) is soon to become effective, with many changes in
technology-related law enforcement, such as Notice & Take Down Procedures and Technology
Protection Measure (TPM), it is important for local and international businesses who operate in Thailand
to run a gap analysis to ensure compliance in advance.
For the new Notice & Take Down Procedures, it is necessary for the ISP to make a channel for
notification available on their website or platform in an easily accessible location. The said channel must
include the name, address, telephone number, and email address of the service provider or person
assigned to receive the notification. An internal protocol to handle Notice & Take Down Procedures must
be set up and tested in advance to ensure a smooth process.
As for the copyright owner and content creator, especially digital content, musical works, cinematic
works, TV series, gaming, and animation, which frequently see their content illegally made available to
the public on various platforms, the new Notice & Take Down Procedures and changes to the TPM
under Thai laws makes the system more "user friendly" in terms of the time and cost needed to enforce
their rights.
With regard to the extension of protection period for photographic work, this would definitely encourage
the creativity of both local and foreign photographers as they can enjoy the longer protection period and
even pass on the right to receive royalties in works to their heirs. On the other hand, this extension
would impact some business activities, such as photo stock websites, advertising agencies, filming
industries, or those involved with sourcing and using the photographic work for commercialisation in
Thailand as they may need to update the expiration dates of all photographic works currently being used
or planned to be used. Financial forecasting of the additional cost of the royalties for the longer protection
and copyright clearance search or freedom to operate analysis must also be undertaken to ensure the
proper and legal use of photographic work under the new Act.
Due to rapidly changing technology, the law must therefore be flexible and adapt to technology. An
implementation of the new Copyright Act No. 5 B.E. 2565 (2022) and the intention to join the WIPO
Copyright Treaty 1996 could be a positive sign to show that Thailand is now waking up and ready to
play in the digital world.
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Rajah & Tann Asia is a network of legal practices based in Asia.
Member firms are independently constituted and regulated in accordance with relevant local legal requirements. Services provided by a
member firm are governed by the terms of engagement between the member firm and the client.
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binding or otherwise. Rajah & Tann Asia and its member firms do not accept, and fully disclaim, responsibility for any loss or damage which
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R&T Asia (Thailand) Limited is a full service Thai law firm which has the expertise and resources, both international and local, to assist and support
you on a wide range of legal services, including representation in the Thai courts, in international and domestic arbitration, contentious and noncontentious banking matters, foreign direct investment, general corporate and commercial matters for foreign and local investors (i.e. establishment
of companies, branch offices and representative offices and handling applications for miscellaneous licenses, permits and approvals).
R&T Asia (Thailand) Limited is part of Rajah & Tann Asia, a network of local law firms in Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar,
the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam. Our Asian network also includes regional desks focused on Brunei, Japan and South Asia.
The contents of this Update are owned by R&T Asia (Thailand) Limited and subject to copyright protection under the laws of Thailand and, through
international treaties, other countries. No part of this Update may be reproduced, licensed, sold, published, transmitted, modified, adapted, publicly
displayed, broadcast (including storage in any medium by electronic means whether or not transiently for any purpose save as permitted herein)
without the prior written permission of R&T Asia (Thailand) Limited.
Please note also that whilst the information in this Update is correct to the best of our knowledge and belief at the time of writing, it is only intended
to provide a general guide to the subject matter and should not be treated as a substitute for specific professional advice for any particular course
of action as such information may not suit your specific business and operational requirements. It is to your advantage to seek legal advice for your
specific situation. In this regard, you may call the lawyer you normally deal with in R&T Asia (Thailand) Limited.
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